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We are living in an era of nanotechnologies. Nanoscale behaviors are relevant to many science and technology applications. The ability to bring free-space electromagnetic optical radiations to the nanoscale through the use of plasmonic nanostructures is truly remarkable. Through optical field enhancement and geometrical structuring, enhanced light-matter interaction and biosensing are the most important applications. In this issue, Karim, Smith, and Zhao provide an in-depth and comprehensive review on single molecular detection using plasmonic nanostructures. In another paper, gold core–shell ultra-luminescent nanoparticles were shown to be useful as a new platform for biosensing and tracking applications. In this issue, three papers are on the topic of enhanced light absorption using plasmonic nanostructures. One of the papers discussed using controlled surface plasmon resonance enhanced light absorption in gold nanoparticles to generate heating–cooling cycles. The heating–cooling cycles in turn generate acoustic waves propagating in tissues for bio-imaging applications.

This special section of the Journal of Nanophotonics is dedicated to increasing the communication among scientists to share their thoughts, discoveries, and challenges in this emerging field.
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